Nowadays massive amount of web video datum has been emerging on the Internet. To achieve an effective and efficient video retrieval, it is critical to automatically assign semantic keywords to the videos via content analysis. However, most of the existing video tagging methods suffer from the problem of lacking sufficient tagged training videos due to high labor cost of manual tagging. Inspired by the observation that there are much more well-labeled data in other yet relevant types of media (e.g. images), in this paper we study how to build a "cross-media tunnel" to transfer external tag knowledge from image to video. Meanwhile, the intrinsic data structures of both image and video spaces are well explored for inferring tags. We propose a Cross-Media Tag Transfer (CMTT) paradigm which is able to: 1) transfer tag knowledge between image and video by minimizing their distribution difference; 2) infer tags by revealing the underlying manifold structures embedded within both image and video spaces. We also learn an explicit mapping function to handle unseen videos. Experimental results have been reported and analyzed to illustrate the superiority of our proposal.
INTRODUCTION
In the most recent years, driven by the advances in the Internet and the digital camera techniques, a tremendous number of user-generated video clips have been emerging on the Web for publishing and sharing. To facilitate an effective and efficient video retrieval, it is significant for the modern video search engines to leverage the automatic video tagging techniques to index the video data with certain meaningful keywords, i.e. tags. Due to the expensive labor cost of manual tagging, it is not practical to provide sufficient labeled training data for most of the existing video tagging methods to build perfect tagging models, thereby leading to an unsatisfactory tagging performance. Currently, there are two advanced research directions aiming to address this problem: 1) The first one is the transfer learning (TL) model, which is motivated by the observation that tag information in relevant sources is helpful for generating better classifiers for the target data. However, most of the existing works only consider the same media type, i.e. video, for both the source and the target, where the tag insufficiency issue may still exist. It is natural to consider different media types as well, e.g. image. Noticing the recent success of cross media retrieval [9] , we derive a strong motivation of developing a cross-media model for transferring tag knowledge from tagged image data to video data. Figure 1 illustrates Flickr images and YouTube videos both related to the topic "Football"; 2) The second way is to leverage both unlabeled data and labeled data in the same media. This is usually known as semi-supervised learning (SSL) [10] , which has shown great benefits to the applications in the multimedia research.
In this paper we aim to collaboratively take advantages of both transfer learning and semi-supervised learning to boost video tagging performance. The main contributions of our work are summarized as below:
• A cross-media video tagging scheme CMTT is proposed to transfer tag knowledge from image to video for improving video tagging performance.
• We explore the intrinsic manifold structures embedded in both image and video spaces by employing semisupervised learning.
• Extensive experiments have been conducted to illustrate the effectiveness of our method.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we describe the details of the CMTT model. Section 3 reports experimental results, followed by the conclusion in Section 4.
CROSS-MEDIA TAG TRANSFER
In this section we elaborate a novel cross-media video tagging scheme which is able to transfer tag knowledge from images to videos and infer video tags by exploring the intrinsic data structures of both images and videos as well.
Problem Formulation
is the tagged video subset consisting of N The primary goal of our work is to derive an effective tag transfer approach for assigning the untagged videos in Z u with meaningful tags by simultaneously leveraging both the auxiliary image dataset X and the target video dataset Z. An explicit mapping function is also required for handling the unseen videos.
Bridging Image and Video
To transfer tag knowledge, we need to bridge the gap between image and video. To this end, we employ a criterion based on Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) [2] :
where
and K is a compound kernel matrix over both X and Z. tr(·) is the matrix trace. Suppose we are given m basic kernels, to find an "optimal" kernel space, we use the multiple kernel MMD criterion:
Cross Media Tagging
In this part we propose a cross-media tag inference model, which simultaneously transfers image tags as well as propagates video tags to the untagged videos by exploring the intrinsic image and video data structures.
To explore the manifold structure of image and video data, we can employ graph-based semi-supervised learning (SSL) over both image and video data:
where the first component measures the distribution difference while the last two parts correspond to the SSL model.
×c is the original tag matrix. 0c denotes an all-zero vector with c elements.
T ∈ R (Nx+Nz )×c is the corresponding predicted tag matrix. U ∈ R (Nx+Nz )×(Nx+Nz ) is a diagonal matrix of which the i th diagonal element uii denotes the weight of the i th training sample. L is the composite Laplacian matrix defined over all the training data:
where Lx and Lz are the sub-matrices over the image dataset and the video dataset, respectively. However, this model can not handle unseen data. Inspired by [6] , we add an additional component to simultaneously learn a mapping function, and integrate it into the above transfer model:
where the last two parts are multiple kernel ridge regression which helps to get a non-linear mapping function.
Laplacian Matrix and Multiple Kernels
The construction of Laplacian matrix and the choice of the base kernels are based on certain distance metric. However, since images and videos are heterogeneous data it is hard to directly utilize a unified metric to measure their distances. Therefore, we derive the following image-video and videovideo distance metrics to handle this problem:
• Image-Video Distance. Given an image x and a video denoted as z = {zi}| |z| i=1 , where zi is the i th keyframe of z. We define the distance between x and z as follows:
• Video-Video Distance. Given two videos zp and zq, the pairwise distance between them is defined as below:
Construct Laplacian Matrix
Based on these distance metrics, to obtain the Laplacian matrix, we first construct the k-nearest-neighbor graphs Wx = [w 
where N k (·) is the function for searching the k nearest neighbors. Then the sub-Laplacian matrices Lx and Lz can be computed as:
Construct Base Kernels
Similarly, we derive the base kernels for our model by generalizing the existing kernels that are based on certain distance metrics. The generalized Gaussian Kernel should be computed as follows:
Similarly we can also construct other kernels, such as Laplacian Kernel, etc.
EXPERIMENTS
In this section we evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed model. Two web image datasets are used as the auxiliary sources while one video dataset is the target.
The proposed model is compared with two state-of-the-art transfer learning algorithms A-MKL [4] and A-SVM [8] , and two baseline algorithms including SVM, and graph-based semi-supervised learning (SSL). The Mean Average Precision (MAP) is chosen as the evaluation metric.
Experiments Setup

Datasets
In our work, we employ two popular web image datasets, NUS-WIDE [3] and MIRFlickr [5] as the auxiliary sources, and two publicly available video datasets, Kodak Video Benchmark [1] and TRECVID 2007, as the targets. NUS-WIDE dataset has been widely used in the multimedia research. It consists of 269,648 images crawled from Flickr and tagging ground-truth for 81 semantic tags are provided for evaluation. The images in MIRFlickr are also collected from Flickr. Currently there are two versions: MIRFlickr-1M with 1 million web images and MIRFLICKR25000 with 25,000 images. Since there is no tagging ground-truth provided in the MIRFlickr-1M, we choose to use the MIRFLICKR25000, in Two image-video cross-media combinations are generated with the two auxiliary image datasets and TRECVID video dataset. In order to make consistency between the lexicon of the auxiliary image dataset and the target video dataset, we only consider the common tags between them. The images with at least one of these common tags are selected. This finally gives us 45,207 unique images. [7] . LBP feature computes a value for each pixel by comparing its 8 neighbor pixels with the center pixel value and transforms the result to a binary value. The histogram of the values is summed up to form a local 256-D descriptor.
Visual Features
Parameters Setting
We choose the following four kinds of kernels to construct the basic kernel matrices: Gaussian Kernel, Laplacian Kernel, Inverse Square Distance Kernel and Inverse Distance Kernel. For each kernel, we set the bandwidth parameter σ ∈ {10 −6 , 10 −4 , . . . , 10 4 , 10 6 }. Thus in total we obtain 28 basic kernels. These kernels are consistently used in all the MKL-based algorithms in the comparisons. The kernel used in the basic SVM and A-SVM [8] is chosen as the weighted average of all the basic kernels, and all the weights are set to 1/m, where m is the number of the basic kernels.
There are three parameters in our proposed model: α, µ and γ. Here we set them all to {10 −6 , 10 −4 , . . . , 10 4 , 10 6 } to find the best setting. As to the construction of the Laplacian matrix, we empirically set the number of nearest neighbors to 5 and the similarity bandwidth to 1, respectively. For the comparing algorithm A-MKL, we tune both of its parameters θ and λ in the range of [10 −6 , 10 6 ] rather than the empirical fixed values. For all the SVM-based algorithms (i.e. the basic SVM, A-SVM, A-MKL), we set the cost parameter C to 1 by following the parameter settings in [4] . To achieve a fair comparison, we also tune the parameters of each comparing algorithm. The best experimental result for each algorithm is reported.
Effects of Auxiliary Web Images
We first study the effects of the auxiliary web images to video tagging. Intuitively, the larger the number of the auxiliary web images is, the more the improvement of the tag-ging performance is gained. Nevertheless, if the number of the auxiliary images is large, the distribution difference between image and video datasets may be hardly minimized, and the training cost also increases. We test the tagging performance trend along with the number (from 200 to 2500) of the images used in each cross-media combination.
To facilitate test on the effects of the auxiliary images, we simply fix γ, µ and α to 1 and 0.01 respectively. Figure  2 shows the results for all cross-media combinations, from which the following conclusions can be derived: 1) When γ = 1, µ = 1, α = 1, for each combination we can see an obvious increasing trend at the beginning of the corresponding curve. In (b), when the number becomes larger from 200 to 1000 the MAP keeps increasing. This strongly indicates that a relatively larger number of the auxiliary images would pose more positive effects on the tagging performance; 2) When γ = 1, µ = 1, α = 1, as the number continues increasing from 1000 to 2500, the performances either hold stable (case (a)) or begin to slightly decrease (cases (b)). This gives us a hint that too many auxiliary samples may even pose some negative effects on the tagging performance; 3) When γ = 0.01, µ = 0.01, α = 0.01, the MAP curves either keep stable or slightly decrease as the number grows, which further indicates that more auxiliary images do not necessarily help improve the tagging performance.
In summary, we conclude that the number of the auxiliary images should be determined carefully. Based on the analysis mentioned above, we consistently set the number 1000 in the following experiments to keep balance between tagging performance and the training cost. For a fair comparison we also choose to use 1000 images as the auxiliary source for both A-MKL and A-SVM. Table 1 : Mean Average Precision (%) of all the comparing algorithms on two cross-media combinations of image and video datasets.
Comparisons with Existing Methods
In this part we compare the CMTT model with several existing learning methods. The results are shown in Table  1 . We derive the following conclusions from these results: 1) In both cases, the proposed CMTT consistently gains the best performances among all the comparing algorithms. The CMTT gains around 6% and 10% performance improvement over these algorithms. This phenomenon clearly shows the general effectiveness of our proposal; 2) The CMTT always performs better than the SSL for both combinations. If we regard the SSL as the "non-transfer" version of our proposal, we have reasons to believe that our model really leads to positive knowledge transfer from images to videos. Figure 3 shows some examples of video tagging with and without tag transfer respectively; 3) As mentioned above, compared with two state-of-the-art transfer learning methods, the CMTT performs better all the time. We believe that it is because our model is able to explore the intrinsic data structure of both labeled and unlabeled data, and the information indeed helps build better tagging models; 4) When comparing the effects of different auxiliary image sources, we observe that for all the comparing algorithms, MIRFlickr always performs better than NUS-WIDE (around 10 − 16% improvement). The main reason lies in the different qualities of the tagging ground-truth. As far as we know, MIRFlicr is a full-manual tagged image dataset [5] while NUS-WIDE is a semi-manual tagged one [3] .
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we derive a novel cross-media video tagging scheme, namely Cross-Media Tag Transfer (CMTT). which is able to transfer tag knowledge from image to video. It extends graph-based semi-supervised learning model for inferring tags by exploring the underlying image and video data structures. To handle the unseen videos, an explicit mapping function is learnt with multiple kernel ridge regression. Extensive experiments on two image and video cross-media combinations show the effectiveness of our proposal. 
